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Right of Tamil Nadu on Kannari 

Temple 

SHRI S. MUTHU MANI (Tamil Nadu): 
Madam, I wish to urge upon the Centre to 
intervene immediately in order to safeguard 
the right of Tamil Nadu on Kannaki Temple, 
situated on the border of Tamil Nadu and 
Kerala. 

Kannaki is the celebrated heroine of the 
Tamil epic, Silappathikaram, who shook the 
Pandian Kingdom, in her quest for justice. 
Kannaki epitomises the rich Tamil cultural 
heritage and her memory is sacred to all the  
Tamiiians. 

There is an ancient Kannaki temple on 
Kumuli hills on Tamil Nadu-Kerala border, 
near Gudalur in Madurai district of Tamil 
Nadu. From, time immemorial people from 
all over Tamil Nadu used to visit that temple 
throughout the year. They also used to cele-
brate Chitra Paumami festival for three days 
in the temple. 

But, in the year 1982, the Govern 
ment of Kerala encroached upon the 
temple and since then it has been slow 
ly curtailing the rights of the Tamiiians 
to visit the temple. According to the 
available   history and   survey  of the 
Department of Forest as also the surveys of 
the Centre and State, the temple falls within 
Tamil Nadu limits. Yet. for the last 12 years 
the Government of Kerala is unmoved and, on 
the contrary, has been constructing guest 
houses and watch—towers to make a claim on 
the temple. It has gone to the extent of putting 
severe restriction"! on the pilgrims as though 
the Tamilian* are foreigners. Now, Tamilians 
are allowed entry into the temple area only 
once a year during Chitra Paumami. They are 
still not permitted to celebrate it for three days 
as they did earlier. When thousands of people 
went to celebrate the occasion on 25th April 
this year, they were allowed to be in the 
temple premises only for one day. Even on 
that day they were allowed only after 10.00 
A.M. and were asked to vacate the premises 
before 6.00 P.M. The nilerims were not 
allowed to make decorations, to prenare 
"pongal" and to go around freelv. The Kerala 
Government had imnosed sixteen conditions 
on them. Fortunately it had not imposed any 
tax on Tamilians. 

Here. I wish to recall that it was this enic 
drema Silannathikaram which was schedule to 
be telecast  bv the      Door- 
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darshan from February this year. But 
tul date nothing has come out. I dont 
know the reason for the delay. This 
Silappathikaram   is   as   important as 
Mahabharatam and Ramayanam to Tam-iiiuns. 
By encroaching upon the temple of that epic 
heroine, the Kerala Government is wounding 
the sentiments of the Tanuiians. Since the 
Tamil Nadu Government pursues a policy of 
friendliness and believes in the dictum, "love 
thy neighbour", it has not taken up a 
confrontationist attitude. But, since the 
feelings of the people are hurt, there is tension 
in the area. So, I request the Centre to prevail 
upon the Kerala Government, to make it see 
reason and to hand over the possession of 
Kannagi Temple to Tamil Nadu. 

 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN      (MISS 
SAROJ KHAPARDE): I would like to take 
the sense of the House because there are still 
five Members in the list today. If you wish, 
we can go ahead with them today; otherwise, 
we can take them up tomorrow. Then we can 
take up the Health Ministry for discussion to- 

day. 

 

SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARA-JAN 
(Tamil Nadu): Madam, I have no objection. 
The only problem is that while we can take 
up the Special Mentions tomorrow also it is 
actually meaningless to have a half-an-hour 
discussion on the Health Ministry. It is utterly 
meaningless. 

 

THE      VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS 
SAROJ  KHAPARDE):   Can   we  take  it up  
today? 

SHRIMATI   JAYANTHI      NATARA- 
JAN:  I  dont  know,  Madam,  if the 
Members wont to take it up today. 
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